**Principal's Message**

Our first knitting afternoon with the local craft ladies was met with a positive response from the children. We will be continuing these sessions each Wednesday. Anyone wishing to come along is more than welcome.

Tomorrow, Overland Ministries will be visiting our school at 9.15am. Anyone not wishing for their child to attend this performance please notify the school.

The P6 Public Speaking competition will be held on Thursday, commencing 9.30am. Stage 2 children have been preparing their speeches and practising over the past two weeks. Any parents wishing to come along and support their children are more than welcome.

The school will be unattended on Friday as we will all attending the Weethalle Math activity day. An invitation is extended to all parents to come along. Please contact the school for catering purposes, if you are interested in joining us.

Over the next five weeks students will be working through the Child Protection unit. This unit is part of the Personal Development, Health and Physical Education subject and is a mandatory component of this key learning area. Should you have any questions or do not wish for your child to participate in these lessons please contact your child’s teacher and alternate arrangements will be made during these lesson times.

**Art Resources – Primary Class**

If anyone is able to donate any seeds, grains or dried peas or beans for our Weethalle Show art entries, we would be very grateful.
**Infants News**

Our focus sound this week in the Kinder class is ‘z’. The sound focus for spelling list words for Year 1 and 2 are ‘s’, ‘ss’, ‘se’, ‘ce’, ‘x’ and ‘c’, as in the words **seal, kiss, mouse** and **fox**.

In Mathematics, we will be concentrating on the strand of space, exploring 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional shapes, discussing attributes such as ‘sides’, ‘angles’ and ‘faces’. In the Kinder class we will be further exploring the numbers 11-20, as well as discussing features of basic 2-dimensional shapes.

In Personal Development and Health, we continue our study of Child Protection, focusing on ‘relationships’ and the concepts of trust, friends and bullies.

This week in HSIE we will be looking at the core question ‘What is a transport system?’ We will be discussing the workers, equipment and the vehicles that are required to run this system.

The Infants and Year 3/4 children have been busy completing their sailboat collages, which will be entered into the Weethalle show. The children have been exploring different mediums, depth and perspective, contrasting colours, as well as shapes, angles and parallel lines, in the construction of these artworks.

**Primary Class (Year3/4 + Year5/6) News**

The Primary class will be continuing the novel study on ‘The Invention of Hugo Cabret’. The focus will be on author craft and the literary tools authors use to create images with words. Mathematics will be on 2D and 3D shapes. Sustainability in the local area will continue to be our focus in history and our science unit, ‘Feather, Fur and Leaves will be looking at habitats. The Primary class is completing art works to enter in the Weethalle Show. We are asking for donations of grains and seeds e.g. rice, wheat, dried peas and beans etc.

**Weethalle Math Day**

Weethalle Public School would like everyone attending on Friday to know that there will be a canteen in operation on the day for lunch, with a sausage sizzle also available for $1.50ea.

---

**H2L**

This fortnight's How2Learn focus will be planning and revising. This involves students working things out in advance and monitoring and adapting along the way.

**Reading for Meaning – QUIZ**

Congratulations to Annaleise and Bella Petkovic answering last week’s quiz. The answer was POST

**This week’s quiz:**

**What does this say?**

TOIMWN

**Earn and Learn**

Tallimba Public School has registered for the Woolworths Earn and Learn Program. If you or any of your family and friends happen to be shopping in the Woolworths supermarkets, you can bring your Earn and Learn stickers into the school, where they will be collected on behalf of our students. Thankyou.

---

‘The best way to predict the future is to create it’.

Peter Drucker
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West Wyalong Little Athletics

2015/2016 Season

Final Registrations

will be taken from 2:30pm to 4:30pm

**TODAY** Monday, 10\(^{th}\) August

in the canteen at McAlister Oval (Recreation Ground).

Please ensure children are registered before
competition begins on Monday, 17 August 2015 at
4pm.

The season will run until early December.

New registrations require ID please.

Cost:

Tiny Tots (3 – 4) $55

Under 6 – 17 $65 for the first child

$60 for all additional children excluding Tots

Enquiries to phone Shannon on 0428 720 788